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with a price tag of $49, syntronik free is a bargain and the only thing that
stops you from checking this plugin out is the fact that it is free for the next
two weeks. i cant imagine any synth lovers would pass on that opportunity.

syntronik is one of the best, most flexible virtual analog synths on the market.
with its easy to learn, intuitive user interface and huge collection of presets, it

makes creating new sounds as easy as taking a stroll through a park. the
analog modeling section is the best i've ever used, and the customizable

effects and modulation section adds a lot of sonic flair. your ears will thank you
for adding syntronik to your sound library. syntronik free is a recommended

download for users who are interested in the full version of the instrument, as
well as for music producers and synth aficionados who want to add some of

these legendary synth sounds to their arsenal for free. it is available in vst, au,
and aax plugin formats for pc and mac and also works as a standalone

application on both platforms. to download your copy of syntronik free, simply
log in to your ik multimedia user account (registration is free) and visit the my
products page in your user area. syntronik has got a huge selection of presets

available, as well as easy to use controls. the vintage presets are excellent,
and there's a wide selection of commercial presets available, too. the vst, au,

and aax plugin formats are supported, and it's available as a standalone
application for mac and windows. this synth is a must-have if you want to add

some of the best analog synths to your workflow.
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customize - syntronik is designed to make it easy to create the sound of your
dreams. you can change the preset to match the sound of your setup. you can

also create custom patches that synthesize a new and unique tone.
compatibility - syntronik was designed with maximum compatibility in mind. it
can be used with any daw including ableton live, garageband, pro tools, logic

pro x, logic pro, cubase, propellerhead reason, nuendo, and any other daw
with a vst or au instrument plug-in. we're big fans of ik multimedia's signal

processing software here at sweetwater, and there's no shortage of top-notch
effects available in syntronik. in all you'll find 38 premium effects derived from
amplitube guitar modeling software and the t-racks mastering suite. from tube

amp emulations to classic studio effects, you'll have little need to turn to
separate processors to get a great sound out of syntronik. but good news, ik
has also released syntronik free. with this version you can experience all 17

instruments with 50 available sounds including the full functionality of all
controls, 38 effects, 4-part layers, splits and arpeggiators. this allows you to
build a customized synth studio one instrument at a time and easily expand
syntronik free via the in-app shop. syntronik free allows you to explore an
array of iconic synthesizers with thick basses, soaring leads, punchy brass

sounds, lush pads and strings from a carefully curated selection of 50 presets
that you can play, edit and add a full range of effects to that demonstrates the
character and versatility of the vast library of sounds available. it also includes
some light versions of the instruments with a reduced key map range (in the
extreme high and low registers,) and fewer round-robin oscillator samples in
some cases. syntronik free is easily expandable via in-app shop allowing you
to create the customized synth studio of your dreams, one instrument at a

time. 5ec8ef588b
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